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hello!

Thanks for taking the time to shop small! Your interest in this guide and dedication to shopping 
small means so much to so many small business owners. When you support a small business you 
are often supporting a single person and their livelihood and even just ordering one item from a 
small business, rather than a large company, can have a huge impact!

tips and tricks!

remember to give yourself time to shop!
Most products in this guide are handmade and take time to make. You’ll notice throughout the 
guide that some shops have specific release dates for their work. Make sure you plan ahead and 
set reminders for yourself. Many artists and shops have updates fairly early in the season to allow 
themselves time to ship in time for the holidays. 

If you run out of time or can’t af ford shipping, 
consider shopping locally and seeing if the local artists and shops offer pick up options. The 
index within this guide sorts each shop by location to help you shop local. Shipping is always an 
option and all shops included can ship throughout the US!

subscribe to mailing lists!
If a particular artist who’s work you are interested in is sold out, consider following them on 
instagram and staying in the loop by subscribing to their mailing list. This is a great way to both 
support your favorite artists and make sure you don’t miss out when their new work goes live! 

can’t find what you’re looking for?
This guide is by no means a complete guide to small businesses. If you don’t find what you’re 
looking for, a great resource to discover new shops is makers markets and craft fairs (Renegade 
Craft, West Coast Craft, and Craft Council to name a few). Although many won’t be holding in 
person events this year, you can find past vendors on their websites and instagram profiles and 
some are even hosting virtual fairs. 
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Arizona
 Meraki Impressions | Textile & Fiber Arts | Az      26 

 Studio Katagami | Ceramics | Tuscon, Az       12

 

California
 Ardent Market | Shops | Orange, Ca       19

 Christi Ahee | Ceramics | Los Angeles, Ca      7

 Larissa Makes A Mess | Ceramics | San Francisco, Ca     10

 Luna Sibai | Ceramics | Bay Area, Ca       10

 Noelle Walsh Jewelry | Jewelry | Sacramento, Ca     17

 Sunstone Ceramics | Ceramics | Southern Ca      13

Illinois
 Jamila Goods | Ceramics | Chicago, Il       9

 Made By Vita | Ceramics | Chicago, Il       11

Maine
 Allison McKeen Art | Prints, Paintings, & More | Gardiner, Me   21

Massachusetts
 Tiny Arms Ceramics | Ceramics | Lowell, Ma      14

Montana
 Hoot Owl Vintage | Shops | Helena, Mt       20

 Emily Rae Carlson Paper Goods | Prints, Paintings, & More | Polson, Mt 22

Nevada
 Koki Pop-Up | Home Goods | Las Vegas, Nv      29

New Mexico
 Hannah Beatrice Quinn | Home Goods | Santa Fe, Nm    28

New York
 DCP Ceramics | Ceramics | Brooklyn, Ny      7 

 Fruitpocalypse | Ceramics | Brooklyn, Ny       8

 Meltz Studio | Ceramics | Newburgh, Ny       11

 Insomnia Clay Co | Jewelry | Buffalo, Ny       16

North Carolina
 Bobbi Made This | Jewelry | Nc        15 

index
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Oklahoma
 Postcards by Soph | Prints, Paintings, & More | Norman, Ok   24 

 The Social Club | Shops | Oklahoma City, Ok      20

Oregon
 Barrow PDX | Jewelry | Portland, Or       15 

Tennessee
 Lesley Klay Studio | Ceramics | Memphis, Tn      10

Texas
 Studio Arugula | Ceramics | Austin, Tx       12

Virginia
 DEEP BLACK | Ceramics | Va        8 

 La Casa De Pinos | Ceramics | Richmond, Va      9

Washington
 Alga Arts | Ceramics | Seattle, Wa        6 

 Annie Ryan Ceramics | Ceramics | Seattle, Wa      6

 Birdie | Prints, Paintings, & More | Seattle, Wa      21

 Butter Home | Shops | Seattle, Wa        19

 c. ceramics | Ceramics | Seattle, Wa        6

 Chris Saleeba Ceramics | Ceramics | Seattle, Wa     7

 CREO Jewelry & Design | Jewelry | Seattle, Wa     15

 Daisy Sky | Prints, Paintings, & More | Seattle, Wa     21

 Emma Adams | Prints, Paintings, & More | Seattle, Wa    22

 Fae Northwest | Home Goods | Seattle, Wa      28

 fruitsuper | Shops | Seattle, Wa        19

 Glass Goat Soy Candles | Home Goods | Seattle, Wa     28

 Handsel Mondays | Ceramics | Tacoma, Wa      9

 Karina Richardson Photography | Prints, Paintings, & More | Seattle, Wa 22

 Katie George Macrame | Textile & Fiber Arts | Seattle, Wa    26

 Knuckle Kiss Jewelry | Jewelry | Seattle, Wa      16

 Lovesome Dove | Prints, Paintings, & More | Seattle, Wa    23

 Marigolden Macrame | Textile & Fiber Arts | Seattle, Wa    26

 Maya Zimmer Pottery | Ceramics | Seattle, Wa      11

 Mo Noise | Prints, Paintings, & More | Seattle, Wa     23

 Natasha Grace Silverworks | Jewelry | Seattle, Wa     16

 NMC Design | Prints, Paintings, & More | Lynnwood, Wa    23

 Orphan Ten | Ceramics | Seattle, Wa       12

 Pencil and Post | Prints, Paintings, & More | Seattle, Wa    24

 Ponderosa Creative | Textile & Fiber Arts | Olympia, Wa    27

 Rebekah J. Designs | Jewelry | Seattle, Wa      17

 Ruth Ryan | Jewelry | North Bend, Wa       17

index
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 Sea of Marigolds | Shops | Seattle, Wa       20

 Stellar Jay Vintage | Jewelry | Seattle, Wa       18

 Studio Toujours | Jewelry | Seattle, Wa       18

 T. Stefanski | Ceramics | Everett, Wa       13

 Technicolor Dino | Ceramics | Seattle, Wa      13

 Tiffany Chen Art | Prints, Paintings, & More | Seattle, Wa    24

 Watercolor Wed | Prints, Paintings, & More | Seattle, Wa    25

Canada
 Good Wheel Ceramics | Ceramics | Winnipeg, MB, Canada   8

 

 

index
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one of a kind and very limited edition works!

*Keep a lookout for instagram flash sales for
one of a kind and very limited edition works!
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instagram website shop update

@alga.arts etsy.com/shop/AlgaArts

One-of-a-kind handmade ceramics, mosaics, and a 
number of other “maker crafts”.

11/14/20 & 12/5/20

Alga Arts   Seattle, Wa

instagram website shop update

Annie makes nice things from wet dirt in Seattle, 
WA. In her shop, you’ll find handmade home goods 
intended for everyday use.

Annie Ryan Ceramics   Seattle, Wa

11/15/20 & 12/13/20annieryan.net@anniemakespots

instagram website shop update

11/23/20courtwalker.com@c._ceramics

I believe clay carries energy. my goal, consistently, is 
to honor the natural form of the clay, embrace earth 
tones and textures, and invite you to sit in the sense 
of feeling connected to something greater. I once 
heard that a perfect gift makes the recipient feel seen, 
and i hope for my work to have the same effect. 

c. ceramics   Seattle, Wa

ceramics



*Keep a lookout for instagram flash sales for
one of a kind and very limited edition works!
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ceramics

instagram website

I make contemporary ceramics that bring joy and 
beauty to everyday functions. I have a minimalist 
aesthetic and use tactile carvings and abstract patterns 
in my work. My 2020 holiday offerings will include 
cups, planters, bud and flower vases, serving bowls, 
and other delightful forms.

@csaleeba chrissaleeba.com

Chris Saleeba Ceramics   Seattle, Wa

*You can buy online or, if you are in Seattle, you 
can find Chris at a socially distanced holiday pop-
up shop Saturday, December 12, 10am – 2pm at
Delancey, 1415 NW 70th St, Seattle, WA 98117

instagram website shop update

@christi.ahee christiahee.com 10/29/20

LA based ceramic artist focused on creating
functional wares 

Christi Ahee   Los Angeles, Ca

instagram website shop update

Danielle Clare Pomorski has been making ceramics for the 
last 17 years. She is drawn to clay for it’s versatility, utility, 
and organic nature. Finding inspiration in water systems, 
invasive species of the Great Lakes, and land scapes from her 
travels, Danielle hand builds most of her work creating one 
of a kind artifacts meant to be used and treasured.  She is 
open to custom commission requests until Nov. 21 when her 
holiday shop update will be posted.

11/21/20dcpceramics.com@dcpceramics

DCP Ceramics   Brooklyn, Ny
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ceramics

*Sign up for the DEEP BLACK Community Newsletter for 
exclusive updates, and offer codes (expect 1-2 emails a month)

instagram website shop update

Buying uniquely crafted pottery from diverse artisans 
should be an accessible choice for everyone. I create 
goods that complement your ideas of functionality, 
form, and style. From planters to plates, prep bowls 
to pasta bowls, and so much more — everything here 
is thoughtfully created to enhance your lifestyle and 
elevate your aesthetic.

11/1/20 & 1/8/21deepblack.design@deepblack.design

DEEP BLACK   Virginia

*Keep an eye out for ornament versions of most of 
the fruits & veggies, and some new surprise gift items!

shop updateinstagram website

11/20/20

I don’t have a MFA, I just make ceramic fruit! My 
ceramics are colorful, weird and don’t take themselves 
too seriously.  I love making custom orders because 
everyone has a favorite food item they want replicated 
with googly eyes.

fruitpocalypse.com@fruitpocalypse

Fruitpocalypse   Brooklyn, Ny

instagram website

goodwheelceramics.com@goodwheelceramics

Recent Canadian transplant from the southeast US, I make 
mugs and other functional ware (plates, vases, dog dishes, 
etc.) on the potter’s wheel. Pottery from the Good Wheel 
not only adds a warm and comfy element to your home, it’s 
made to feel good in your hands. The opportunity to create 
something unique and personal is what excites me and is 
the most rewarding part of the process.

Good Wheel Ceramics   Winnipeg, MB, Canada
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ceramics

*Keep a lookout for instagram flash sales for
one of a kind and very limited edition works!

instagram website shop update

Small batch functional ceramics to sweeten and act as 
good omens for the every day moments. Thrown in 
Tacoma by Kaelyn. 

11/28/20 & 12/13/20@handselmondays handselmondays.com

Handsel Mondays   Tacoma, Wa

instagram website

I am a potter and a therapist, and I make functional 
ceramics influenced by feelings, intuition, and 
playfulness! Planters are my specialty! 

shop update (instagram)

12/10/20@jamilagoods

Jamila Goods   Chicago, Il

shop updateinstagram

instagram website

Simple and elevated Handmade ceramics for your 
every day.

lacasadepinos.com@lacasadepinos

La Casa De Pinos   Richmond, Va



*Keep a lookout for instagram flash sales for
one of a kind and very limited edition works!
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ceramics

instagram website shop update

12/1/20etsy.com/shop/larissamakesamess@larissamakesamess

Pottery that sparks joy! I focus on creating small 
batch, wheel-thrown ceramics that feature a modern 
look, while maintains functionality. Come check out 
my pretty pastel glazes!

Larissa Makes A Mess   San Francisco, Ca

instagram

@lesleyklaystudio

Hey! I’m Lesley, a young artist who makes art that’s 
meant to be used and loved! I have a passion for 
interior design, so I love creating pottery, paintings, 
and anything that you’ll use to decorate your home!

Lesley Klay Studio   Memphis, Tn

instagram website shop update

11/14/20

Luna Sibai   Bay Area, Ca

lunasibaiceramics.com@lunasibai_

I sell handmade ceramics and polymer clay earrings 
that is inspired by my Arabic culture as well as my 
love for architecture. I see windows as a portal into 
the unknown and I hope my pieces take you on an 
adventure on your day to day life.
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ceramics

instagram website shop update

vitalampietti.com

Vita Lampietti is a small-batch potter based in 
Chicago, IL. She creates functional ceramics in 
her home studio that aim to add intention and 
individuality to everyday objects and rituals.

@madebyvita 12/4/20

Made By Vita   Chicago, Il

instagram website shop update

instagram website

I started pottery in late 2018, hoping to pick up a 
hobby with my free time. I was surprised how much I 
loved the art form and especially loved the functional 
pieces that came out of the process. I focus on simple, 
functional pieces for everyday use. 

mayazimmerpottery.com@mayazimmerpottery

Maya Zimmer Pottery   Seattle, Wa

instagram website shop update

11/14/20meltz.studio

I am a Hudson Valley based ceramic artist creating 
functional and sculptural work inspired by nature, 
travel, design and tradition. Each piece is handmade 
and unique, intended to serve as both a memento and 
an object to be enjoyed every day.

@meltz.studio

Meltz Studio   Newburgh, Ny
*Meltz Studio is in the process of getting their website up 
and running so check out their instagram before 11/14
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ceramics

instagram website

etsy.com/shop/studioarugula

Handmade ceramics inspired by dreamy tones and 
groovier times! Each piece is designed to bring an 
extra moment of joy and color to your everyday.
WOC owned. Follow along on instagram for info on 
shop updates!

@studio.arugula

Studio Arugula   Austin, Tx

*Keep a lookout for instagram flash sales for
one of a kind and very limited edition works!

instagram website shop update

orphanten.com@orphanten

I make handmade, small batch pottery and release it 
four times a year from my Orphan Ten backyard stu-
dio - named after a Modern-Shed that was “orphaned” 
after a developer took delivery of seven of ten units 
before running out of money. Everything that I create 
is one-of-a-kind or few-of-a-kind.

12/2/20

Orphan Ten   Seattle, Wa
*Subscribe to mailing list for advance notice of restocks 
and new collections before they go public on instagram

instagram website shop update

I make useful ceramic items with bold surface patterns 
inspired by nature and mid-century design.

11/20/20studiokatagami.com@studio.katagami

Studio Katagami   Tucson, Az
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ceramics

instagram website shop update

11/14/20

Technicolor Dino   Seattle, Wa

technicolordino.com@technicolordino

Technicolor Dino creates hand-made limited edition 
ceramics and textiles to brighten up your home and 
hopefully add a playful smile to your daily routine. 
With great attention to detail and passion for learning 
my work is ever-evolving and as sustainable as 
possible. 

*Keep a lookout for instagram flash sales for
one of a kind and very limited edition works!

instagram website

*You can find Sunstone Ceramics at the San Diego 
Vintage Market Dec. 6th at Liberty Station!

@sunstone_ceramics

Each piece is handcrafted and mindfully made in my 
little sunroom studio in Southern California while my 
baby girl takes her daily nap. I create home decor and 
functional pottery that is heavily influenced by earth-
tones. I hope my pieces bring warmth to your home!

etsy.com/shop/sunstoneceramicsco

Sunstone Ceramics   Southern Ca

instagram website shop update

T.Stefanski / Taylor Stefanski is a ceramicist and sculpture 
artist from northwest Washington. Inspired by the tender 
beauty found in nature — reflected in her slow, humble 
building process and stone washed glazes. Her work explores 
concepts of imperfection through meditative repetition. Each 
of her pieces are one of a kind and are primarily made using 
an ancient coil building technique. She hand rolls each coil, 
places each coil on top of another to create her unique forms.

12/1/20tstefanski.com@t.stefanski

T. Stefanski   Everett, Wa
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ceramics

instagram website

tinyarms.co@tinyarmsceramics

Tiny Arms Ceramics is a small ceramics operation 
with a focus in functional ceramics. At Tiny Arms 
you can find items that are meant to enjoyed everyday 
from mugs and cups to planters and candles. Follow 
along as we expand by adding a small sustainable 
coffee roaster to our business. 

Tiny Arms Ceramics   Lowell, Ma
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jewelry

instagram website

Natural porcelain, gold and braided cotton jewelry 
made by hand in our NE Portland studio! We make 
everything from tiny minimal studs to statement 
earrings and giant rope necklaces, come take a peek!

@barrowpdx

Barrow PDX   Portland, Or

barrowpdx.com

instagram website shop update

Bobbi Brown-Mayo is a stay at home mom of four and 
the owner and creator of Bobbi Made This, a hand crafted 
jewelry line that focuses on funky, bold, one of a kind 
earrings. Crafted  in her spare bedroom Bobbi’s designs have 
been featured on Buzzfeed and is listed in the Black Parade 
of Black Owned Businesses on Beyonce.com. With a mission 
of spreading joy one ear at a time, Bobbi plans to make her 
colorful and affordable accessories a household name. 

11/15/20bobbimadethis.com@bobbimadethis

Bobbi Made This   North Carolina

instagram website shop update

*Use code “GiftGuide” for free shipping 
during November and December!

11/9/20creojewelry.com@creo.jewelry

CREO Jewelry & Design offers handmade sterling 
silver and brass jewelry that reflects a love for metal 
and design. The work of CREO is fueled by Caroline 
Davis’ background in architecture, large scale metal 
fabrication and sculpture. CREO means both ‘to make’ 
and ‘to believe’ and captures the essence of Caroline’s 
lifelong love of art and her passion to create it. 

CREO Jewelry & Design   Seattle, Wa
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jewelry

instagram website

My name is Natasha, and I create handcrafted sterling 
silver jewelry in Seattle, WA. The majority of the 
jewelry I create features natural turquoise, and I also 
work with other minerals.

natashagracesilverworks.com@natashagracesilverworks

Natasha Grace Silverworks   Seattle, Wa

instagram website shop update

11/14/20insomniaclayco.bigcartel.com@insomniaclayco

Insomnia Clay Co is a queer owned small business 
where a portion of sales are donated to LGBTQ+ ac-
tivist organizations. The shop offers lightweight, bold, 
and classic statement jewelry out of polymer clay. The 
jewelry is perfect for gifts or if you want to treat your-
self and helps support LGBTQ+ individuals! 

Insomnia Clay Co   Buffalo, Ny

instagram website

knucklekiss.com@knucklekiss

Knuckle Kiss has been handcrafting modern metal 
jewelry in Seattle, WA since 2013. You can find us 
online and at the Pike Place Market craft line. 

Knuckle Kiss Jewelry   Seattle, Wa
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jewelry

instagram

11/24/20 & 12/4/20

website shop update

Noelle Walsh Jewelry is handmade minimalist jewelry 
for the modern world. Earrings, necklaces and 
bracelets that help you feel polished and complete.

noellewalshjewelry.com@noellewalshjewelry

Noelle Walsh Jewelry   Sacramento, Ca

instagram website

rebekahjdesigns.com@rebekahjdesigns

Bringing meaning & intentionality to everyday 
jewelry, Rebekah J. blends elemental metals with 
modern textiles; uniting an organic, wanderlust 
aesthetic where each piece tells a unique story
inspired by life, motherhood and travel. 

Rebekah J. Designs   Seattle, Wa

instagram websiteinstagram website

During the day I’m a mom to a little toddler; I then 
spend my evenings handmaking each piece of jewelry 
and I love creating new minimalist designs. I design, 
create, and package each item! I hope you love 
wearing them as much as I love making them.

ruthryan.com@ruthryanjewelry

Ruth Ryan   North Bend, Wa
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jewelry

*All gifts that are sent directly to recipients will include a 
handwritten card. Leave your gift message at checkout!

instagram website shop update

11/24/20studiotoujours.com@studiotoujours

The ethos behind Studio Toujours is to design and create 
products that can play multiple roles in our everyday lives. 
In an effort to do more with less, I hope that the pieces you 
pick from Studio Toujours lend themselves to multiple ways 
of being used or styled. During the design phase, I envision 
jewelry that can easily translate between casual t-shirt and 
jeans to date night. The goal is to design pieces that we are 
drawn to reach for today, tomorrow, and toujours.

Studio Toujours   Seattle, Wa

instagram website shop update

I make handmade jewelry and sell curated 
vintage clothing. 

stellarjayshop.com 12/1/20 & 12/10/20@stellarjayvintage

Stellar Jay Vintage   Seattle, Wa
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shops

instagram

11/1/20

website shop update

Ardent Market is a carefully curated store of 
handmade goods and vintage finds for home, body, 
and being. We are here to support our communities, 
share in creativity, and reimagine the online 
experience to connect us with a more holistic and 
inclusive retail environment.

ardentmarket.com@ardentmarket_

Ardent Market   Orange, Ca

instagram website

*If you’d like to shop in person, Butter Home is 
located in Melrose Market at 1531 Melrose Ave.

We are a brick + mortar shop in Seattle specializing 
in fun and functional items for you and your home. 
We love creating an environment that inspires our 
customers while supporting independent design and 
folks who make well made, thoughtful goods.

@butterhomeseattle butterhomeseattle.com

Butter Home   Seattle, Wa

instagram website

fruitsuper.com@fruitsupershop

*If you’d like to shop in person, fruitsuper 
is located at 524 1st Ave S, Seattle, Wa

Our shop exclusively features gorgeous wares from 
120+ small and independent designers, makers and 
artists. Always small and always made in USA.

fruitsuper  Seattle, Wa
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shops

instagram

Hey There! Sea of Marigolds is an Instagram Thrift 
Shop focused on colorful and down to earth thrifted 
gems. We specialize in home goods, clothing and that 
one special item you may be missing in your life.

@seaofmarigolds

Sea of Marigolds   Seattle, Wa

instagram website

@thesocialclubok store.wearethesocialclub.com

The Social Club   Oklahoma City, Ok

The Social Club is a shop and salon that was born from 
the belief that the connections we have with those around 
us are what lift us up and keep us going. We strive to 
create a place for people to come and find the things 
that make them who they are. The items on our shelves 
aren’t just things. They are gifts of time, intention, joy, 
happiness, organization, motivation, expressions of 
sorrow, celebration and love.

instagram website shop update

We’re Kallie and Josh, husband and wife team, lovers 
of cool old things! We’re spreading the joy of finding 
fun, unique, practical goods for your closet and home 
that speak to you and can be used for years to come! 

11/14/20 & 11/21/20hootowlvintage.com@hootowlvintage

Hoot Owl Vintage   Helena, Mt

*If you’d like to shop in person, The Social Club is 
located at 913 W Main St #100, Oklahoma City, OK
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prints, paintings, & more

instagram website

chelseabird.com/shop@birdiebychelseabird

I’m a Seattle based artist and yoga teacher. I make 
ready-to-wear and one-of-a-kind jewelry, as well as 
block prints and other home adornment. I also offer 
weekly slow flow yoga classes, if you’re into that sort 
of thing. If you’re not, I sell gift cards for the people 
in your life who are ;) 

Birdie   Seattle, Wa

instagram website shop update

I am a self-taught interdisciplinary artist currently fo-
cusing on printmaking and illustration. My work is an 
exploratory adventure of shape, color and pattern - all 
mixed in with a bit of humor and nostalgia. 

11/21/20allisonmckeenart.com@allison.mckeen

Allison McKeen Art   Gardiner, Me

instagram website

daisysky.com@daisyskystudio

I paint affordable, peaceful paintings; I work with 
encaustics, building the wax layers to represent a time 
& place. Inspired by nature; simply being outside and 
present in time. I strive for a small escape in each one.

Daisy Sky   Seattle, Wa
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prints, paintings, & more

instagram website shop update

12/1/20

I’m a Seattle artist, living and working from my home 
studio in the neighborhood of Fremont. I am primar-
ily a printmaker and hand-cut paper artist, with my 
work mostly being informed by natural and existing 
patterns in the world around me. Everything I create 
is carved, printed, or cut by hand. 

emmareadadams.com@emma.read.adams

Emma Adams   Seattle, Wa

instagram website

krichardsongallery.com@kar_richardson

Cozy couples sessions, intimate elopements, and working 
with small businesses. These are the things that bring me to 
life as a photographer. Whether you’re looking for portraits, 
photos with your partner, or branding images, your 
photoshoot experience is an opportunity to slow down, be 
present, and feel a real connection. 

Karina Richardson Photography   Seattle, Wa

Fill out my contact form on my website and let 
me know you found me through this gift guide 
to receive $50 off any session if you book by 
February! If you’d like to give a session as a gift to 
your partner, a friend, or family member, fill out 
the form and let me know!

*Keep a lookout for instagram flash sales for
one of a kind and very limited edition works!

Emily Rae Carlson Paper Goods   Polson, Mt

My name is Emily! I’ve spent the last decade in Seattle 
but just recently moved to a small town in Montana. 
I am a freelance graphic designer and illustrator and 
just opened a paper goods shop selling prints, cards, 
gift tags, and more.

instagram

@em_carlson emilyraecarlson.com 11/16/20

website shop update
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prints, paintings, & more

instagram website

Maurice Noisette, who goes by the moniker Mo Noise, is a 
self-taught artist from Charleston, SC. Mo Noise’s work has 
been shown in galleries, offices and retail spaces throughout 
Seattle. He has also been recognized by Seattle Refined, 
as part of their “Artist of the Week” series, as well as Art 
Practical. Mediums include ink, acrylic paint, graphic design 
and digital illustrations that come to life predominantly in 
the form of portraits and abstract design.

monoise.com@monoise

Mo Noise   Seattle, Wa

shop update

11/27/20

instagram website

Hello! My name’s Natalie, I’m a print and digital 
artist based in Washington. I enjoy creating prints 
using linocut and screen-printing techniques, as 
well as vector artwork that’s turned into various 
products like stickers! I’m creating art based on my 
relationships to people, locations, and memories, and 
I hope my art strikes something in you! 

nmc-design.com/shop@nmc.design.studio

NMC Design   Lynnwood, Wa

instagram website shop update

Lovesome Dove is a woman owned, art based biz that 
focuses around the human experience and creating 
space for connection, justice, and humor. All work 
starts as illustration and makes its way to hand screen 
printed tees, stickers, and print. 

11/15/20etsy.com/shop/thelovesomedove@lovesomedove

Lovesome Dove   Tacoma, Wa
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instagram website

etsy.com/shop/tiffanychenart@tiffanychenart

Hi there! I’m a self-taught illustrator living in rainy 
Seattle. In my shop you’ll find whimsical, colorful 
prints, postcards, paintings, and anything I’ve been 
playing around with! 

Tif fany Chen Art   Seattle, Wa

instagram

@postcardsbysoph

Sophie creates abstract, multimedia postcards that you 
can easily send to your friends to reconnect during 
quarantine! She enjoys drawing plants, pets, and 
people, but let her know if there’s anything specific 
you’d like. All postcards are 4”x6” on watercolor paper 
and arrive blank in an envelope so you can send them 
out yourself.

Postcards by Soph   Norman, Ok

instagram website shop update

Pencil and Post is a collection of stationery and small 
gifts featuring artwork created by artist Lillian Liu. 
She takes bits and pieces from long-form journals 
and transforms them into cute and succinct visual 
concepts with themes centering around self growth, 
life uncertainty, and friendship. 

11/10/20 & 11/20/20pencilandpost.com@pencilandpost

Pencil and Post    Seattle, Wa

prints, paintings, & more
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instagram website shop update

11/20/20 until 12/6/20

Watercolor Wed is a boutique watercolor studio 
specializing in original prints and cards painted by 
Seattle-artist, Kirsten McLean.  By blending hand-
painted graphics with modern fonts, Kirsten creates 
fresh compositions that make heirloom-quality gifts, 
greeting cards, and prints.

watercolorwed.com@watercolorwed

Watercolor Wed   Seattle, Wa

prints, paintings, & more
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textile & fiber arts

instagram website shop update

11/28/20@marigoldenmacrame etsy.com/shop/MarigoldenMacrame

Inspired by music, art, and wildflowers, Marigolden 
Macrame creates dreamy macrame plant hangers, 
banners, jewelry, and jackets with sunny, flower-power 
vibes to brighten your home. Handmade by Desiree in 
Seattle, WA - usually in her spare time, but currently 
full time! Keep an eye out for new designs dropping 
in November and December.

Marigolden Macrame   Seattle, Wa

instagram website shop update

12/2/20etsy.com/shop/KatieGeorgeMacrame@katiegeorgemacrame

I make macrame and woven home decor. I like to 
utilize bright colors and geometric patterns and am 
influenced by my travels in Mexico and my hometown 
of Virginia.

Katie George Macrame   Seattle, Wa

instagram website shop update

We are a husband and wife business that currently 
sells leather earrings and handmade fiber art - 
including wall tapestries, round weaves, beaded 
embroidery on canvas, and handspun art yarn. This 
is our first holiday season, and we would love to help 
you find/imagine up the perfect gift for your loved 
ones! Feel free to contact us with any questions! 

10/31/20etsy.com/shop/MerakiImpressions@meraki.impressions

Meraki Impressions   Arizona
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textile & fiber arts

instagram website shop update

10/23/20 & 12/10/20Ponderosacreative.com@ponderosacreative

Ponderosa creative focuses on tying traditional 
textile work with modern abstract design; inspired 
by the 1970s homesteading movement, mid century 
architecture, and the American Southwest and Pacific 
Northwest.

Ponderosa Creative    Olympia, Wa
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home goods

instagram website

I design and make tools that can be staples in anyone’s 
home and be used everyday as well as one-of-kind 
tools that explore the boundaries of functionality and 
sculpture. Beautiful Useful and Longlasting

hannahbeatricequinn.com@hannahbquinn

Hannah Beatrice Quinn   Santa Fe, Nm

instagram website shop update

Glass Goat Soy Candles are hand poured in Seattle 
with 100% soy wax and custom blended fragrances 
I’ve created based on some of my favorite scent 
memories. Glass Goat candles are nostalgic, cozy, and 
poured into reusable, sustainable glass and tin vessels. 
In addition to the candles, I create prints, stickers, & 
stationary.

11/21/20glassgoatsoycandles.com@glassgoatsoycandles

Glass Goat Soy Candles   Seattle, Wa

instagram website shop update

purchase via instagram

Fae Northwest takes its inspiration from the naturally mag-
ical landscape of the Pacific Northwest for our handmade 
eco-conscious products, including candles, magic wands, 
hand drawn cards, and small-batch ceramics. Our candles are 
all 100% soy wax and essential oils and are poured in upcy-
cled and re-usable jars and are lovingly adorned with biode-
gradable glitter and organic flower petals. Each candle tells 
its own magical story and invites you to listen. 

@faenorthwest faenorthwest.com

Fae Northwest   Seattle, Wa
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home goods

instagram website

The dream for Koki Pop-Up is to be a mobile shop 
out of a refinished, vintage camper for home decor 
and wearables. Until then, I am making boho & 
farmhouse style decor and ramping up sales on Etsy 
and local artsy events. I recently relocated from 
Seattle to Las Vegas!

@kokipopup etsy.com/shop/KokiPopUp

Koki Pop-Up   Las Vegas, Nv
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Thank you so much for reading! Just a reminder that I am not affiliated with any of the 
businesses included in this guide, nor do I endorse them. All information was submitted by the 
business owners themselves. Please contact the businesses with any questions on their shops. If 
you have any questions on the guide itself, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me! 

Happy shopping!

Best,
Sam

Sam Dodie Studio
@samdodie.studio
samdodiestudio.com

thank you!


